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We present results on a recently developed process to provide nanostructured surfaces on curved
free-form injection moulding tools. The nanostructures are prepared using a sol-gel type coating,
which can be applied by various means. Nanostructures are transferred from master structures originated typically by lithography. The nanostructures are imprinted by means of flexible stamps. After
imprinting, nanostructures in the sol-gel are cured by baking, by which the material is converted to a
quartz-like substance. Line patterns with depths up to about 500 nm and aspect ratio of up to 1 have
been realized and successfully transferred to plastic parts during injection moulding.
As an example, we present theory and results regarding the imprint of pillar nanostructures on a semispherical mold surface, followed by injection molding of the same. The deformation of the flexible
stamp is characterized by measurement of inter-pillar distance on various points on the sphere, and
compared to predictions provided by a geometrical model. Moulded plastic parts show good replication
of the pillar structure.
There are various practical advantages to the new process: the application of the coating is possible
on both flat, single-curved and double-curved surfaces; the coating and the baking step is compatible
with typical steel types in common usage for injection moulding; the coating is conformal with a relatively high surface roughness up to Ra ≈ 100 nm, accommodating several surface finishing methods
such as fine milling and diamond polishing; the coating has slightly insulating properties, which improves the nanostructure transfer properties compared to metal nanostructures; several durability
studies have shown that the nanostructures on the injection moulding tool surface are unaffected for at
least 100.000 injection moulding cycles; the imprinting of nanostructures has been successfully attempted with several types of thermoplastic polymer, including PS, ABS, PE, PP, COC (Topaz), and
PA (Nylon), showing that most polymers are compatible, while some may require an increase in mold
temperature for full transfer of nanostructure depth.
In conclusion, the process for nanostructured surfaces on double-curved or free-form injection moulding tools relies on flexible stamps, giving rise to predictable deformation of the pattern. The sol-gel
process provides for a durable tool with accommodation of imperfect injection tool surface.

